A given theorem is a some advanced proof in product summability of infinite series.Many other results some known and unknown are derived .
Introduction :
Let a n  In 2008, SULAIMAN [3] proved the theorem.The main objective of this paper is to generalize the theorem of SULAIMAN [3] . However our theorem is as follows.
II. Theorem 1
Let k1  and 0
Then, sufficient conditions for implicationsa n  is summable
THEOREM 2
Let ( 2.3) be satisfied and We write,
n n n r r r r0 n n 1 n 1
In order , to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that-
Now appling Hӧlder's inequality,
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This completes the proof of the THEOREM 1.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2 :
with n t and n T as defined by (2.12) and (3.8), the space A  and B
 BK-spaces with norms defined by-
respectively, by the hypothesis of the theorem, 
From (3.9), we have - 
And the fact that each term of the left hand side of (3.13) is 
